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This is likewise one of the factors by
obtaining the soft documents of this red
dragon by thomas harris by online. You
might not require more times to spend to go
to the ebook foundation as skillfully as search
for them. In some cases, you likewise attain
not discover the proclamation red dragon by
thomas harris that you are looking for. It will
categorically squander the time.
However below, subsequently you visit this
web page, it will be for that reason
unquestionably simple to get as competently
as download lead red dragon by thomas
harris
It will not endure many mature as we tell
before. You can pull off it even though play a
role something else at home and even in
your workplace. suitably easy! So, are you
question? Just exercise just what we present
under as capably as review red dragon by
thomas harris what you in the manner of to
read!
Nov 16, 1981 · Red Dragon is a beautiful
novel written by the famous author Thomas
Harris. The book is perfect for those who
wants to read fiction, thriller books. The main
character of the story are Jack Crawford, Will
Graham, Francis Dolarhyde, Hannibal Lecter.
The book was first published in November
16th 1981 and the latest edition of the book
was ... Red dragon by Harris, Thomas,
1940-Publication date 1990 ... the FBI man
who hunted Lecter down, risks his sanity and
his life to duel a killer called the Red Dragon
"A Dell book." Access-restricted-item true
Addeddate 2012-11-13 14:40:37 Boxid
IA1574420 Camera Canon EOS 5D Mark II
... Pdf_module_version 0.0.15 Ppi 650
Republisher_date ... Red dragon Item
Preview remove-circle Share or Embed This
Item. Share to Twitter. Share to Facebook. ...
Red dragon by Harris, Thomas,
1940-Publication date 1981 Publisher New
York : Putnam ... 14 day loan required to
access EPUB and PDF files. IN
COLLECTIONS. Books to Borrow. Books for
People with Print Disabilities. Sep 12, 2010 ·
RED DRAGON by Thomas Harris. 2306
views. Skip to first unread message. . Aug
05, 2012 · Red Dragon (Hannibal Lecter #1),
Thomas Harris. In 1975, Will Graham, a
brilliant criminal profile of the FBI, captured
the serial killer Hannibal Lecter. However,
Graham suffered serious injuries from the
encounter and retired afterwards. Four years
later in 1979, a serial killer nicknamed "The
Tooth Fairy" stalks and murders seemingly
random ... Red Dragon - read free eBook by
Harris, Thomas, 1784-1861 in online reader
directly on the web page. Select files or add
your book in reader. Download Alfred s Basic
Adult All-in-One Piano Course level 2 (Alfred
s Basic Adult Piano Course) (Full Books) By
Willard Manus Palmer red dragon literature tv
tropes. hannibal lecter 8 top 100 villains ign.
the great red dragon hannibal wiki fandom.
book vs film vs tv series red dragon vs
manhunter vs. manhunter 1986 imdb. red
dragon hannibal lecter series 1 by thomas
harris red Dragon Hannibal Lecter Book 1
Ebook June 6th, 2020 - In Order To Capture
Francis Dolarhyde The Red ... Red Dragon.
CHAPTER 1. Will Graham sat Crawford
down at a picnic table between the house
and the ocean and gave him a glass of iced
tea. Jack Crawford looked at the pleasant old
house, saltsilvered wood in the clear light. “I
should have caught you in …
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goodreads helps you keep track of books you
want to read. start by marking “red dragon
(hannibal lecter, #1)” as want to read: want
to read saving…
want to read
currently reading
read
other editions enlarge cover want to read
saving… error rating book. refresh and try
again. rate this book clear rating 1 of 5 stars2
of 5 stars3 of 5 stars4 of 5 stars5 of 5 stars
open preview see a problem? we’d love your
help. let us know what’s wrong with this
preview of red dragon by thomas harris.
problem: it’s the wrong book it’s the wrong
edition other
details (if other): cancel
thanks for telling us about the problem.
return to book page not the book you’re
looking for? preview — red dragon by thomas
harris red dragon (hannibal lecter #1) by
thomas harris 4.04 · rating details · 304,505
ratings · 6,093 reviews a second family has
been massacred by the terrifying serial killer
the press has christened "the tooth fairy."
special agent jack crawford turns to the one
man who can help restart a failed
investigation: will graham. graham is the
greatest profiler the fbi ever had, but the
physical and mental scars of capturing
hannibal lecter have caused graham to go
into early retireme a second family has been
massacred by the terrifying serial killer the
press has christened "the tooth fairy." special
agent jack crawford turns to the one man
who can help restart a failed investigation:
will graham. graham is the greatest profiler
the fbi ever had, but the physical and mental
scars of capturing hannibal lecter have
caused graham to go into early retirement.
now, graham must turn to lecter for help.
...more get a copy
amazon de
online stores ?amazon
audible
barnes & noble
walmart ebooks
google play
abebooks
book depository
alibris
indigo
better world books
indiebound
thriftbooks

hardcover, 454 pages published may 22nd
2000 by dutton (first published october 1981)
more details... original title red dragon edition
language english series hannibal lecter #1
characters jack crawford, will graham, francis
dolarhyde, hannibal lecter setting st. louis,
missouri (united states)
other editions (254)

all editions | add a new edition | combine
...less detail edit details friend reviews to see
what your friends thought of this book, please
sign up. reader q&a to ask other readers
questions about red dragon, please sign up.
popular answered questions what is your
favorite quotes from this amazing book.
"before me, you rightly tremble. but, fear is
not what you owe me. you owe me awe". francis dolarhyde
13 likes · like
7 years ago
see all 4 answers
sarthak parajulee "fear comes with
imagination, it&apos;s a penalty, it&apos;s
the price of imagination." -dr.
bloom…more"fear comes with imagination, it's
a penalty, it's the price of imagination." -dr.
bloom(less) flag

do i need to read this or can i cut right to
silence of the lambs?
11 likes · like
7 years ago
see all 11 answers
a you won&apos;t miss out on any essential
plot you would need in order to read silence
of the lambs, but you will miss out on an
amazing book with pretty co…moreyou won't
miss out on any essential plot you would
need in order to read silence of the lambs,
but you will miss out on an amazing book
with pretty cool characters and interesting
murders.
the only upside i can see to not reading this
book would be that you don't experience the
emptiness of no longer reading from will
graham's perspective once you're done with
this one, even though clarice is great too
:)(less) flag

see all 24 questions about red dragon… lists
with this book best crime & mystery books
6,608 books — 14,250 voters best horror
novels
1,849 books — 5,449 voters
more lists with this book... community
reviews showing 1-30 average rating 4.04 ·
rating details · 304,505 ratings · 6,093
reviews
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english ?(5119) español ?(285) français ?(24)
italiano ?(32) latviešu valoda ?(3) lietuvi?
kalba ?(2) magyar ?(2) nederlands ?(6) norsk
?(1) polski ?(24) português ?(28) p??????
???? ?(13) român? ?(6) sloven?ina ?(2)
suomi ?(9) svenska ?(3) ti?ng vi?t ?(39)
türkçe ?(15) hrvatski ?(1) Íslenska ?(1) ?esky,
?eština ?(5) ???????? ?(11) ????????? ????
?(19) ?????? ????? ?(3) ?????????? ?(6)
??????? ?(30) ????? ?(12) ????? ?(7) ???
?(2) more filters | sort order start your
review of red dragon (hannibal lecter,
#1)write a review jul 02, 2008 kemper rated it
really liked it · review of another edition
shelves: thriller, horror, serial-killers,
2013-reread, 5-0, crime-mystery when it
comes to hannibal lecter, i’m like one of
those music hipster douche bags that
everyone hates because i’ll snootily declare
that i knew about him long before most
people did and that he’s sucked ever since
he got really famous.
i’d read this years before the book of the
silence of the lambs came out and led to the
excellent film adaptation that skyrocketed
hannibal to the top of pop culture villains.
hell, i’m so hannibal-hip that i’d caught brian
cox playing him in michael mann’s adapta
when it comes to hannibal lecter, i’m like one
of those music hipster douche bags that
everyone hates because i’ll snootily declare
that i knew about him long before most
people did and that he’s sucked ever since
he got really famous.
i’d read this years before the book of the
silence of the lambs came out and led to the
excellent film adaptation that skyrocketed
hannibal to the top of pop culture villains.
hell, i’m so hannibal-hip that i’d caught brian
cox playing him in michael mann’s
adaptation manhunter, and i didn’t just see it
on vhs like all the other late-comers, i
actually saw it in the theater. twice! (i’m
pretty sure this is the literary equivalent of
claiming to have seen a band in a bar with
eleven other people long before their first
record deal.)
so after thomas harris and hollywood ran the
character into the ground after the second
movie, it’s been years of shaking my head
and saying, “man, nothing’s been the same
since anthony hopkins gave his oscar
acceptance speech.”
since i felt like harris was just cashing in and
had pretty much ruined hannibal in the
process, i hadn’t felt the urge to revisit red
dragon or the silence of the lambs in some
time. i was more than skeptical about the nbc
prequel tv series hannibal, but great reviews
and the involvement of bryan fuller got me to
check it out. not only has it been incredibly
good and returned hannibal lecter to his
creepy best, it’s clever use of events
referenced as backstory in red dragon had
me digging out my copy to refresh my
memory. even better, the show has given me
a new appreciation for an old favorite and
reminded me what i found compelling about it
to begin with.
will graham was a profiler for the fbi until he
was badly injured while identifying a certain
gourmet serial killer whose name
conveniently rhymes with ‘cannibal’ which
certainly made life easier for the people
writing tabloid headlines. will has retired to a
happy new life with a wife and stepson in
florida until his old boss jack crawford comes
calling and asks for help. there’s a brutal
new killer dubbed the tooth fairy by the cops
due to his habit of biting his victims. he’s
killed two families after breaking into their
homes and seems to be on schedule to do it
again at the next full moon.
will is reluctant to come back not just
because he’s already been gutted once by a
madman. he also fears that trying to think like
a mass murderer isn’t the best thing for his
mental health. it turns out that his concerns
are justified after a tabloid journalist
essentially paints a target on his back for the
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tooth fairy. even worse, will has to confront
the man who nearly killed him and being
confined to a cell doesn’t mean that dr.
lecter can’t still do some serious damage.
even as someone who was on the hannibal
bandwagon for a quarter of a century, it’s
shocking to re-read this and realize how
small of a part he actually plays in the story.
yes, he’s terrifying and his presence hangs
over will like a dark cloud, but he’s still a
supporting player. francis dolarhyde (a/k/a
the red dragon a/k/a the tooth fairy) may not
have hannibal’s culinary skills, but he’s one
damn scary and slightly tragic villain while will
graham makes for a damaged but compelling
hero in the story.
i think one of the things i love best is just how
much time is spent on how will thinks. as a
man with extremely high levels of empathy
and a vivid imagination, will’s ability to put
himself in someone else’s shoes is a gift and
a curse. thinking like deranged killers has left
him questioning if he might not be one of
them, and it spills over all his emotions like a
toxic oil spill.
by understanding their madness, will can find
the logic in their thinking, and it’s following
that internal logic that allows will to find the
evidence they need. the breakthrough will
eventually makes is one of my all-time
favorite examples of pure detection in the
genre. it was in front of the reader the entire
time, but it’s such an elegant solution that
fits together so perfectly that harris doesn’t
have to engage in obscuring it with red
herrings.
as a thriller that led to countless rip-offs and
even the eventual collapse of the franchise
due to it’s own success, it’s been often
imitated but rarely equaled.
check out my review of the hannibal tv series
at shelf inflicted.
cross posted at kemper's book blog. ...more
flag 361 likes · like · see review view all 41
comments may 14, 2013 karla rated it really
liked it · review of another edition shelves:
ebook warning: shameless hannibal
fangirl gifspam.
since i&apos;ve become a fan of the tv show
hannibal, i thought it was appropo to re-read
the book that inspired it. it&apos;s been
years, and i&apos;d forgotten practically
everything about both the book and the
edward norton/ralph fiennes movie. even so,
it wasn&apos;t like i was reading it fresh.
hannibal lecter&apos;s become such a part
of the pop culture that i had expectations,
also intensified by the fact that hannibal kicks
total ass. (watch eeeeeet!)
comparing the show warning: shameless
hannibal fangirl gifspam.
since i've become a fan of the tv show
hannibal, i thought it was appropo to re-read
the book that inspired it. it's been years, and
i'd forgotten practically everything about both
the book and the edward norton/ralph fiennes
movie. even so, it wasn't like i was reading it
fresh. hannibal lecter's become such a part of
the pop culture that i had expectations, also
intensified by the fact that hannibal kicks total
ass. (watch eeeeeet!)
comparing the show to the novel was a lot of
fun, because you can see the pieces that
have been lifted, altered and paid homage to
by bryan fuller & co. bits of dialogue, minor
characters, etc. it's very much like fanfiction,
probably one of the best examples i can
name of something that has the "inspired
by/adapted from/based on" label.
whereas the show focuses heavily on will
graham and hannibal lecter, their intricate
personalities and evolving (or devolving)
relationship, the book's emphasis is on the
serial killer, especially in the latter half. lecter
only has a couple scenes, and graham
wasn't nearly as interesting as how hugh
dancy portrays him.
i didn't get the same amount of happy
happies from his snarky charm.

or feelz from his incredible angst.

you're breaking my heart! d:
or the happy that is really screaming and
dying inside:
i could post will!feelz all day*
instead of being tortured and tormented by
his awful gift of empathy and making me
want to corner the market on hugs so i can
donate them all to the poor dear, book!will
came off as a bit of a snippy asshole with his
wife (though she's not a big help) and
somewhat of a typical detective on the scent
who is clueless for far too long. (i wanted to
yell at him to make the obvious connection of
the home movies between the various
victims.) but he was an engaging enough
protagonist.
and even though i was prepared for his
general absence, i still really missed lots of
face time with this glorious bastard.

and stuff like this goes without saying:

this'll definitely stay on my keeper shelf
because the last half galloped along once
harris turned the plot's focus on to francis
dolarhyde as a person instead of the killer in
the background (and i had uninterrupted time
to read and really get into the story - funny
how that works). i got the sense that harris
felt he was the most interesting character
and poured the story's emotion and
understanding into creating him. i certainly
felt like he was the deepest character out of
the entire cast.
overall, i think what red dragon has inspired
is generally better than the book itself as a
whole, but it's still a very worthwhile read.
3 1/2 stars, closer to 4.
* = all dedicated to rachel, who made me see
the beauty and addictiveness of hugh!will
feelz. :d ...more flag 155 likes · like · see
review view all 86 comments feb 24, 2013
ahmad sharabiani rated it really liked it ·
review of another edition shelves: 20thcentury, crime-mystery, fiction, horror red
dragon (hannibal lecter #1), thomas harris
in 1975, will graham, a brilliant criminal profile
of the fbi, captured the serial killer hannibal
lecter. however, graham suffered serious
injuries from the encounter and retired
afterwards.
four years later in 1979, a serial killer
nicknamed "the tooth fairy" stalks and
murders seemingly random families during
sequential full moons. he first kills the jacobi
family in birmingham, alabama, then the
leeds family in atlanta, georgia. two days
after th red dragon (hannibal lecter #1),
thomas harris
in 1975, will graham, a brilliant criminal profile
of the fbi, captured the serial killer hannibal
lecter. however, graham suffered serious
injuries from the encounter and retired
afterwards.
four years later in 1979, a serial killer
nicknamed "the tooth fairy" stalks and
murders seemingly random families during
sequential full moons. he first kills the jacobi
family in birmingham, alabama, then the
leeds family in atlanta, georgia. two days
after the leeds murders, agent jack crawford,
graham's mentor, goes to graham's
marathon, florida residence and pleads for
his assistance; graham reluctantly agrees.
after looking over the crime scenes with only
minimal insight, graham realizes he must visit
lecter and seek his help to capture "the tooth
fairy." ...
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??????? ...more flag 149 likes · like · see
review oct 23, 2018 redemptiondenied rated
it really liked it shelves: horror, psychological,
dark, 2018, review-of-another-edition,
suspense, gory, forensics i wish i&apos;d
read the book, before watching the movies.
about half-way through the novel, my copy of
manhunter came crashing through the
letterbox. the dvd incorporated a 54-page
booklet: michael mann&apos;s headgames
by steven paul davies.
contents:
introduction.
the making of the film.
an interview with brian cox.
the thomas harris sequels.
michael mann - cult hero.
michael mann filmography.
manhunter credits.
ex-fbi profiler, will graham, is dragged out of
early retirement, when a second family is
slain i wish i'd read the book, before watching
the movies. about half-way through the
novel, my copy of manhunter came crashing
through the letterbox. the dvd incorporated a
54-page booklet: michael mann's headgames
by steven paul davies.
contents:
introduction.
the making of the film.
an interview with brian cox.
the thomas harris sequels.
michael mann - cult hero.
michael mann filmography.
manhunter credits.
ex-fbi profiler, will graham, is dragged out of
early retirement, when a second family is
slain by a serial killer, who has a penchant
for doing his work, during the lunar cycle:
when it's a full moon. still recovering from
physical and emotional scars, he received
years earlier, courtesy of hannibal lecter; he's
reluctant to work on the case. but fbi-head,
jack crawford, persuades him. or maybe, it's
the photos of the killers, handiwork, that
makes him want to help.
graham has the unique ability, to see what
others' miss. is able to think like the killers,
he's pursuing. he spends time at one of the
crime scenes, at the charle's leeds home, in
atlanta: working in minute detail, which was
extremely, creepy, as he moves from room to
room, trying to ascertain, how the crime
played out. how did the perp enter the
property? who was the first to be killed? why
were the bodies, rearranged? how long after
the murders, did the killer stay in the
property? - and what was he doing? why are
there broken pieces of mirror? how does he
choose his victims - and how does the killer
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know so much about them? what about the
blood patterns, trajectory, etc? being inside
will's head, seeing what he's seeing, was
unequivocally, disturbing. and where's jack:
the leeds dog? what do the two families,
have in common? - the list goes on.
by working the scene, he learns a lot about
the leeds' family. the first family, to be
slaughtered, the jacobis - a month earlier, is
a different matter. there isn't much left of that
crime scene, after it was cleaned up. he
needs to know them, as well.
we also get the killers' pov, as well as
flashbacks to when he was younger, which
was strangely, amusing. especially, when he
gets a visitor, and he's able to tell that person
his name - and that's only because the other
children at the orphanage, kept calling him it.
and it's got no ('s) in it. i was a little
disappointed that there was little time spent
with lecter. we don't get to see his inner
thoughts. well, that's probably for the best. i
think.
so, this is the novel that spawned the movie,
manhunter (1986), starring william peterson
(will graham), brian cox (hannibal lecter), tom
noonam (francis dolarhyde) joan allen (reba
mcclane. she spent time at the new york
institute for the blind - in preparation for her
role, walking around blindfolded), stephen
lang (freddy lounds), dennis farina (jack
crawford) and kim greist (molly graham).
it's impressive, how close the movie is to the
source material; including some of the
dialogue. the ending was notably, different.
obviously, they couldn't squeeze everything
into the film. manhunter was going to be
called red. not sure how close the red dragon
movie, resembles the book, as i can't
remember squat about it, for some reason. i'll
probably watch it again, someday.
red dragon (2002), starred edward norton
(will graham), anthony hopkins (hannibal
lecter), ralph fiennes (francis dolarhyde),
philip seymour hoffman (freddy lounds),
harvey keitel (jack crawford) and mary-louise
parker as molly graham.
personally, i preferred michael mann's 1986
movie adaption (i'll never forget the
wheelchair scene.), which had a budget of
$15 million and took $8.6 million at the box
office. in contrast, brett ratner's red dragon
(which is basically a remake), had a budget
of $78 million and took $209.1 million at the
box office.
the chronological order of the movies is:
manhunter (1986), or red dragon (2002), the
silence of the lambs (1991), hannibal (2001)
and hannibal rising (2007). i still need to
watch that one. jody foster didn't reprise her
role as clarice starling in hannibal, as she
didn't believe, she would have much of a part
- wasn't worth her participation - and she
wanted to direct the movie (amongst other
things), so julianne moore, took over.
the inspiration for hannibal lecter, is based on
a real-life person (who wasn't a serial killer),
alfredo balli treviñi, who was a mexican
doctor. the authors' foreword, provides more
insight - foreword to a fatal interview.
i guess i'll have to read these in chronological
order. i loved the silence of the lambs film watched it a multitude of times - and anthony
hopkins was quintessentially cast as
psychiatrist/serial killer, hannibal lecter. brian
cox's role as lecter was very good, as well.
...more flag 134 likes · like · see review view
all 28 comments apr 06, 2018 david putnam
rated it it was amazing · review of another
edition loved this book. this book is vivid and
very memorable. it precedes silence of the
lambs, (another great read). a movie,
manhunter was based on this book. michael
mann directed (love mann movies). its a
great movie but the book, as always, was
better. the point of view of the antagonist was
beautifully realized and that&apos;s what
made the book so chilling. the chase of the
antagonist--the hunt kept me reading long
into the night. the way harris slowly layered in
the clues was brilliant. the method loved this
book. this book is vivid and very memorable.
it precedes silence of the lambs, (another
great read). a movie, manhunter was based
on this book. michael mann directed (love
mann movies). its a great movie but the
book, as always, was better. the point of view
of the antagonist was beautifully realized and
that's what made the book so chilling. the
chase of the antagonist--the hunt kept me
reading long into the night. the way harris
slowly layered in the clues was brilliant. the
method in how the antagonist chose his
victims was also a great concept. a solid five
stars.
david putnam the author of the bruno
johnson series. ...more flag 106 likes · like
· see review view all 3 comments apr 16,
2019 ginger rated it it was amazing · review
of another edition shelves: 2019, buddy-read
5 stars! ??????????
back in 1981, thomas harris introduced us to
a character that will be well known for
generations to come. dr. hannibal lecter is
this character and he’s been involved with
multiple books, movies and a now a tv show.

red dragon first brings us this character after
being caught by fbi profiler, will graham. dr.
lecter is living in isolation while in prison and
will graham needs his help.
another serial killer is on the loose and
graham must go confront lecter to get help
understan 5 stars! ??????????
back in 1981, thomas harris introduced us to
a character that will be well known for
generations to come. dr. hannibal lecter is
this character and he’s been involved with
multiple books, movies and a now a tv show.

red dragon first brings us this character after
being caught by fbi profiler, will graham. dr.
lecter is living in isolation while in prison and
will graham needs his help.
another serial killer is on the loose and
graham must go confront lecter to get help
understanding this new threat.
the tooth fairy has killed two families so far
when jack crawford asks for will graham’s
help. graham is hesitant to help due to
catching two serial killers (one was dr. lecter)
and graham is not sure his sanity and soul
can survive these monsters. graham is one
of the best fbi profilers out there and crawford
knows he needs grahams' help to catch this
sadistic killer.
the tooth fairy aka red dragon is an evil and
tormented monster. harris ends up getting
into the background and mind of this
character, and it’s a twisted nightmare.
red dragon is intense, suspenseful and the
psychology involved is unnerving. there were
moments while reading that i was glad the
lights were on. thomas harris seems to tap
into the serial killer mind and creep the fuck
out of you. no joke.
the characterization along with the heart
stopping chase of stopping the red dragon
was excellent. i also enjoyed all the forensics
involved in the book.
i’m glad i finally read red dragon!
harris seems to be one of the first to write
about serial killers and he did an outstanding
job.
should you read red dragon if you’ve seen
the movies, manhunter or red dragon?
yes, i think so. both movies were good, but
this book taps into the psychology of the
serial killer that i found was missing in the
movies.
recommended to people that love crime
detective books, horror and thrillers! ...more
flag 92 likes · like · see review view all 21
comments oct 20, 2020 ron rated it it was
amazing · review of another edition shelves:
suspense-thriller, own, serial-killer, 2020 red
dragon opens to will graham on the beach
behind his florida home, his wife and stepson
close by. but it&apos;s the visiting jack
crawford who holds will&apos;s attention at
the moment. within these first pages you
come to understand the recent violent history
of graham&apos;s past with the fbi. that he
has taken a life and nearly lost his own to the
hands of the hannibal lecter we
shouldn&apos;t yet know (but of course we
do since this book was written in 1981); that
graham has removed himself from that past –
red dragon opens to will graham on the
beach behind his florida home, his wife and
stepson close by. but it's the visiting jack
crawford who holds will's attention at the
moment. within these first pages you come to
understand the recent violent history of
graham's past with the fbi. that he has taken
a life and nearly lost his own to the hands of
the hannibal lecter we shouldn't yet know
(but of course we do since this book was
written in 1981); that graham has removed
himself from that past – out of the game and
the hunt of killers. if only the men like
crawford would leave it that way, and a most
recent killer hadn't arisen.
this book has a brilliant way of illustrating
graham's past as he seeks the “tooth fairy”
(an early moniker given to the red dragon). it
feels almost as if you're reading a second
book in a series, but not at all as if you'd
missed reading the first. the brief moments
spent here with hannibal are intense and
revealing. it's completely possible that i would
feel differently about who lecter is if i hadn't
already known him from the silence of the
lambs movie, but that's kind of like hearsay. a
link is formed between lecter and the dragon,
with will in the middle, and then the spotlight
smartly transitions to our new killer. spending
too much time with hannibal would have
been a mistake. it was right about this point
that he surprises me by snatching lounds
(literally biting his lips off) and then returning
him by a fiery fate. note: the book has some
sickly, gruesome moments, but it is so well
done. through the midst of this, the reader is
treated to the killer's childhood and tutelage,
so to speak. understanding dolarhyde's past
and what he becomes does not make you
like or identify with him (cause he's a crazed
killer), but it serves in broadening the entire
experience. three-dimensions is the key to
this and many stories, and i loved it.
a quick aside in my review. i actually held red
dragon in my hands as a very young teen in
1981. this may have been the second or third
book i'd received after joining a book club,
and i had probably read the first three or four
chapters before stopping (graham inside the
first victim's home was still clear to me). was i
too young for the killer-thriller genre, and my
first crime novel? i don't know. i had read
cujo by that point in time, but i guess that's
somewhat different, and it's possible that this
story was all too real for me at that point.
anyway, it's a memory i have.
i'd be remiss by not mentioning how strong
and well-written the character of will graham
is here. i don't believe i'll see him after this
and will miss him. as far as my rating, even
though i'm not certain how much i liked what
feels like a movie style ending, red dragon is
far too good to receive anything but 5 stars.
...more flag 84 likes · like · see review view
all 22 comments may 31, 2019 jess?? rated it
it was amazing · review of another edition
red dragon by thomas harris is the first in the
hannibal lector series. my god what a creepy
start it is.
the addiction for this book starts right from
the first page and keeps you gripped untill
the last, we only get snippets of hannibal and
when he does show you can just feel the
chills forming ?
francis dolarhyde (red dragon ) is a terrible
and despicable,creepy psychopath (which
nobody wants to meet ) but doesn&apos;t
have that lector way about him.
this is a sinister, heart palpitating book which
h red dragon by thomas harris is the first in
the hannibal lector series. my god what a
creepy start it is.
the addiction for this book starts right from
the first page and keeps you gripped untill
the last, we only get snippets of hannibal and
when he does show you can just feel the
chills forming ?
francis dolarhyde (red dragon ) is a terrible
and despicable,creepy psychopath (which
nobody wants to meet ) but doesn't have that
lector way about him.
this is a sinister, heart palpitating book which
has you reaching for the next in the series as
soon as possible.
do i recommend this??? ?
oh definitely!!! ...more flag 68 likes · like
· see review view all 19 comments mar 30,
2018 alejandro rated it really liked it shelves:
detective, horror, novel hannibal lecter
rises!
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this is the first novel about dr. hannibal lecter,
introducing the character.

minds alike
you never know what path a novel will take,
specially when this becomes the beginning of
a book series.
when you&apos;re reading you could think
that will graham would be the "hero" of this
book series, but the tremendous success of
dr. hannibal lecter, even before the filming of
the silence of the lambs (based on the sequel
book), it was clear that the "good guy"
won&apos;t the "hero" of t hannibal lecter
rises!

this is the first novel about dr. hannibal lecter,
introducing the character.

minds alike
you never know what path a novel will take,
specially when this becomes the beginning of
a book series.
when you're reading you could think that will
graham would be the "hero" of this book
series, but the tremendous success of dr.
hannibal lecter, even before the filming of the
silence of the lambs (based on the sequel
book), it was clear that the "good guy" won't
the "hero" of this book series but...
...the bad guy!
and you won't find badder guy than dr.
hannibal lecter, since he isn't just a
psychopath, but he's a psychiatrist, therefore
he knows all the tricks that criminal profilers
do, and he knows all the tricks of the
psychologists whom try to treat him...
...oh, and if that wasn't enough...
...he eats his victims, with the best cuisine
techniques!
how, will graham, special investigator of the
fbi was able to catch him?
that's where things got creepy...
...since will graham thinks too much alike as
lecter.
to catch a madman, you need a madman.
and the worse of that?
when the madman needs the help of the
other madman.
that's where things get creepier...
...and bloodier!!!

evil knows evil
will graham got three dangeours serial killers,
including the infamous dr. hannibal lecter...
...but at a great cost...
...so he decided to leave all that behind and
having a quiet life with his family.
but evil never takes vacations...
...the tooth fairy, a new and twisted serial
killer rises and entire families are paying the
price.
special agent jack crawford, in charge of the
behavioral science unit of the fbi, knows that
the tooth fairy not only is something out of
the regular serial killers, but also it's on a
bloody spree, so there's little time to avoid
more massacres...
...so he needs to call again will graham.
nobody can gets into the minds of serial
killers like graham.
however, since the tooth fairy is a menace
racing against time...
...will graham needs to get into contact of dr.
hannibal lecter to ask for his help in the
case...
...the game is on again...
...and dr. hannibal lecter enjoys to play!

...more flag 67 likes · like · see review view
all 12 comments apr 06, 2013 stephanie *eff
your feelings* rated it really liked it shelves:
2013, horrifying now that i’ve just finished
reading this book, i feel the need to scrub
parts of my brain with steel wool for the
purpose of removing certain scenes that
thomas harris has so rudely embedded there.
thanks a bunch tom!
will graham has the rotten luck at being really
good at his job. he is a profiler for the fbi and
while he was on the job catching dr. hannibal
lecter, lecter caught him with a big sharp
knife. will decides that was enough for him,
so he makes the wise decision to retire.
but nooo! now that i’ve just finished reading
this book, i feel the need to scrub parts of my
brain with steel wool for the purpose of
removing certain scenes that thomas harris
has so rudely embedded there. thanks a
bunch tom!
will graham has the rotten luck at being really
good at his job. he is a profiler for the fbi and
while he was on the job catching dr. hannibal
lecter, lecter caught him with a big sharp
knife. will decides that was enough for him,
so he makes the wise decision to retire.
but nooo! jack crawford, will’s former boss,
shows up at his house asking for help on a
new case of a new serial killer dubbed the
tooth fairy, because the creep likes to bite his
victims.
here’s how the conversation goes between
the two, broken down to its simplest form.
jack: hey i need your help with a case
because you’re the best at what you do.
will: but i don’t want to on account i was
nearly gutted last time i helped you.
jack: but you’re really good at your job.
will: okay…..since you put it that way, i’ll help.
francis dolarhyde, or the tooth fairy/the
dragon, had a pretty awful childhood (to put it
mildly.) born to a mother who rejects him
because of a deformity, a hare lip, then
raised by a sadistic grandmother who adopts
him for the sole purpose to get revenge on
her daughter (not because she loves the
boy). as a result of growing devoid of all love,
he turns out a little off. surprise!!
where dolarhyde has no empathy, will has
too much. this is what makes him a good
profiler; he is able to almost ‘become’ the
person he is hunting, to understand them.
“graham had a lot of trouble with taste. often
his thoughts were not tasty. there were no
effective partitions in his mind. what he saw
and learned touched everything else he
knew. some of the combinations were hard to
live with. but he could not anticipate them,
could not block and repress. his learned
values of decency and propriety tagged
along, shocked at his associations, appalled
at his dreams; sorry that in the bone arena of
his skull there were no forts for what he
loved. his associations came at the speed of
light. his value judgments were at the pace of
a responsive reading. they could never keep
up and direct his thinking. he viewed his own
mentality as grotesque but useful, like a chair
made of antlers. there was nothing he could
do about it.”
that’s pretty dark stuff to deal with and still
fight to maintain sanity.
when all was said and done i suppose i
‘enjoyed’ this book. but yet i didn’t enjoy it
at all. it was very well done……it kept my
attention throughout, but i don’t think this
type of book is all that good for me. while i
love dark books, i seem to need them to be a
bit fanciful…….not of the real world. all the stuff
that happens in the real world is depressing
enough, bombings, school shootings, and
kids shooting other kids to death, i feel the
need to escape from that.
books like this are just more of that. oddly
enough though, i think the new tv show is
fantastic.
i now am reading a book about the tao de
ching (that has an unfortunate title) hoping it
will clean up my brain……..
also posted on shelfinflicted ...more flag 61
likes · like · see review view all 37 comments
apr 02, 2021 johann (jobis89) rated it really
liked it · review of another edition 4.5 stars.
this was wild! loved it. full review to come.
flag 60 likes · like · see review view all 3
comments feb 21, 2018 erin rated it really
liked it · review of another edition shelves:
movie, february-2018 i was a huge fan of the
underrated & underappreciated tv show
hannibal. which served as a prequel to the
hannibal lecter series. it explored the
relationship between will graham an f.b.i.
profiler and dr. hannibal lecter the gentleman
cannibal & serial killer. i loved the cat &
mouse game between the two, it a much
more fascinating and complex relationship
than the more famous relationship between
hannibal & clarice starling. i hadn&apos;t
watched the movie version of red dragon(the
one named red dra i was a huge fan of the
underrated & underappreciated tv show
hannibal. which served as a prequel to the
hannibal lecter series. it explored the
relationship between will graham an f.b.i.
profiler and dr. hannibal lecter the gentleman
cannibal & serial killer. i loved the cat &
mouse game between the two, it a much
more fascinating and complex relationship
than the more famous relationship between
hannibal & clarice starling. i hadn't watched
the movie version of red dragon(the one
named red dragon, not the earlier movie
named mindhunter) until a couple months
ago. the movie stays pretty close to book
although i did picture the tv version of will
graham and of course anthony hopkins as
lecter.
red dragon is the novel that introduced us to
the iconic character hannibal lecter. the only
problem i had with this book is there wasn't
enough lecter. this book is fantastically
written. i've read other reviews that disliked
the tooth fairy(i'm calling him that because he
would hate it) grandmother subplot but i like it
when the villains background is fleshed out. i
will let you know that i thought the book lost
steam at the 300 page count but it finished
strong.
p.s. if you get a chance google the new york
times reviews of the book written by
christopher lehmann, its a weird a different
take on book. apparently he felt the author is
making fun of liberals and doesn't take
childhood trauma serious. its a funny read.
i would recommend red dragon to fans of the
movie the silence of the lambs and readers
who love a twisted villain. ...more flag 54
likes · like · see review view all 8 comments
apr 10, 2019 ken rated it it was amazing ·
review of another edition for some
unbeknown reason i’d never gotten around
to reading this series.
lecter is such an iconic and fascinating
character, even though it’s hard not to
conjure up and image of hopkins portrayal
when thinking of him. it’s still a series i really
should have read by now...
though red dragon introduces the character,
it’s really just that - a small cameo that
peaks the interest and it’s not surprising that
he would later return.
the story’s main focus is former fbi agent will
graham having retired for some unbeknown
reason i’d never gotten around to reading
this series.
lecter is such an iconic and fascinating
character, even though it’s hard not to
conjure up and image of hopkins portrayal
when thinking of him. it’s still a series i really
should have read by now...
though red dragon introduces the character,
it’s really just that - a small cameo that
peaks the interest and it’s not surprising that
he would later return.
the story’s main focus is former fbi agent will
graham having retired after sustaining an
injury when capturing lecter reluctantly
agrees to help with
a new serial killer case.
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the scenes were graham visits lecter for
advice on the current ‘tooth fairy’ murders
after the events 3 years previous was so
tense and gripping.
finding out who the serial killer’s identity in
the early part of the book was such an
interesting and unique way of exploring the
characters motivations, especially the
flashback scenes through his childhood.
i’d not seen either movie adaptation
(manhunter - 1986 or red dragon 2002) so it
was nice to experience the story for the first
time.
i actually quite liked the lecter only played a
small role in the story, it meant that i could
enjoy the other characters without that
baggage.
i’m curious to watch both movies before
moving onto the more commonly known
second book. ...more flag 54 likes · like · see
review mar 12, 2013 benjamin stahl rated it
liked it · review of another edition i think i
recall stephen king once saying thomas
harris could tell a great story, but he was a
terrible writer. when i began this book, i could
not have agreed more. things start off very
slowly, and the book&apos;s
thriller/suspense engine seems to be running
on a low tank. the villain (can we entirely call
him a villain though?) is the only character
that feels at all interesting, and i guess
hannibal is good but i prefer the hopkins
version in the films. but after a little while, if
you manage to i think i recall stephen king
once saying thomas harris could tell a great
story, but he was a terrible writer. when i
began this book, i could not have agreed
more. things start off very slowly, and the
book's thriller/suspense engine seems to be
running on a low tank. the villain (can we
entirely call him a villain though?) is the only
character that feels at all interesting, and i
guess hannibal is good but i prefer the
hopkins version in the films. but after a little
while, if you manage to hold on and wage
through the somewhat tedious opening and
uninteresting backstory, red dragon does
eventually come together, and although it
isn't the best thriller i have read, it does
certainly pull you into it, enough so that the
lackadaisical prose and occasional overflow
of pointless description does become less
noticeable, and you find yourself eager to
see how everything turns out.
perhaps i should mention, in respect to this
book, that i had already seen (and loved) the
movie many times, but nevertheless i was
quite immersed in the story anyway. so that's
my rating: not the greatest novel, not
particularly memorable, but rather good fun
nonetheless.
belated postscript from 2021:
i'm not sure how this is the most popular
review of mine of goodreads - i am just a
modest user with less than 60 friends, but
i've written many far better than this - but
there you go. i ain't gonna complain. i thought
i would just add, however, that having also
read the next two books, though not yet
hannibal rising (which i've heard is pretty
terrible), the silence of the lambs is better
than this one. as for hannibal, i'm not really
sure. like the movie, it's easily the most
messed up, but it has its strong moments. i
can't really deal with the film anymore
though, since for some reason what used to
be seen as objectively disgusting and quite
off-putting about some of hannibal's baser
acts (feeding a man his own brains and all
that) are now held up as somehow hilarious.
maybe the show has something to do with
that. i always liked it better when hannibal
was reluctantly respected and kind of
admired from a safe distance, not gleefully
applauded.

...more flag 53 likes · like · see review view
all 7 comments sep 08, 2012 zoeytron rated
it really liked it memories of grandmother,
ghastly vestiges lingering years after her
death. her hideously malformed dentures
are still contained in a glass by her bed, an
ancient wheelchair bides its time in the
corner. decades earlier, a young boy has
been situated under the dining table amongst
a virtual forest of oldsters&apos; blue-veined
legs. unwanted, unloved, deformed, and
ugly. now that he is grown, it isn&apos;t
much of a leap to surmise he has turned into
an individual who is warped and twisted,
scarred in memories of grandmother, ghastly
vestiges lingering years after her death. her
hideously malformed dentures are still
contained in a glass by her bed, an ancient
wheelchair bides its time in the corner.
decades earlier, a young boy has been
situated under the dining table amongst a
virtual forest of oldsters' blue-veined legs.
unwanted, unloved, deformed, and ugly.
now that he is grown, it isn't much of a leap
to surmise he has turned into an individual
who is warped and twisted, scarred in every
way there is. scissors, incisors, and mirrors.
maybe, just maybe, he is looking for the
perfect family so he can belong. yessssss,
maybe he is slowly becoming .... can you
see? ...more flag 52 likes · like · see review
view all 24 comments may 13, 2012 edward
lorn rated it it was amazing i read red dragon
over a decade ago, and, while i have no
need to reread it (i remember every little
cringe-inducing detail), it has popped up on
my 17 books for people who hate people
reading challenge. so here&apos;s a review.
i don&apos;t think there&apos;s a single bad
thing to be said about red dragon. it&apos;s
one of the only thrillers that ever truly scared
me. the killer and his "becoming" has stayed
with me for ten-plus years, and i firmly
believe it&apos;s the best book in the
hannibal lecter series. silence o i read red
dragon over a decade ago, and, while i have
no need to reread it (i remember every little
cringe-inducing detail), it has popped up on
my 17 books for people who hate people
reading challenge. so here's a review.
i don't think there's a single bad thing to be
said about red dragon. it's one of the only
thrillers that ever truly scared me. the killer
and his "becoming" has stayed with me for
ten-plus years, and i firmly believe it's the
best book in the hannibal lecter series.
silence of the lambs is tame by comparison,
and hannibal left me wanting. it left me
wanting so much that i refused to read the
final book, hannibal rising.
in summation: one of the best thrillers i've
read, and better than future books in the
series. high recommended.
final judgment: lip-smacking good. ...more
flag 51 likes · like · see review view all 7
comments mar 25, 2008 brad rated it liked it
· review of another edition shelves: serialkiller, mystery, horror, cinematic is it heresy
to say that i liked both film versions better
than i liked the book? probably, but it&apos;s
true.
thomas harris isn&apos;t the finest writer in
the world, and i think even he&apos;d
acknowledge that, but he is full of great
ideas, and red dragon is absolutely one of his
best.
i think the mark of how great his ideas are is
that they almost always make a compelling
transfer to the screen, and red dragon has
made that transition twice: once as michael
mann&apos;s manhunter and once as the
more faithful re is it heresy to say that i liked
both film versions better than i liked the
book? probably, but it's true.
thomas harris isn't the finest writer in the
world, and i think even he'd acknowledge
that, but he is full of great ideas, and red
dragon is absolutely one of his best.
i think the mark of how great his ideas are is
that they almost always make a compelling
transfer to the screen, and red dragon has
made that transition twice: once as michael
mann's manhunter and once as the more
faithful red dragon. each film provides a
different take on harris' most famous
character, hannibal lecter, both films provide
a chilling effect on the viewer's emotions, and
both films offer up a frightening -- though
very different -- francis dolarhyde.
harris' writing is cinematic in structure and
quality, making his books easy to transfer to
the screen. characters, settings and even
action can be dropped or rolled into others or
completely altered without harming the telling
of the tale. much of this is about the mood
harris creates. there is an underlying
suspense and oppression in his books that
gives a screen writer or director a sound
compass for adaptation, allowing him/her to
do justice to a harris book by maintaining the
spirit of the story -- no matter what changes
are required by the shift to cinema.
still, as a novel red dragon is merely
enjoyable. a rather twisted and macabre
diversion, but a diversion nonetheless. it is
one of those late night, make you
uncomfortable reads, or a dreary, rainy, wish
you were at the beach reads.
there is much to like in red dragon, but it is
essentially high end pulp, which is a good
thing. and more than enough to recommend
it to anyone who likes something a little
twisted, with just a hint of the anti-hero.
...more flag 50 likes · like · see review view
all 7 comments aug 09, 2017 7jane rated it
really liked it · review of another edition in
which jack crawford thinks it&apos;s a good
idea to get help from will graham in a
&apos;just one more case&apos; style. a
serial killed, named &apos;the tooth
fairy&apos; (at first) has killed two families,
and he&apos;s asking graham&apos;s help
in finding the killer before he strikes again.
some help comes from the killer graham
caught before, one named hannibal lecter
(this is not the novel where he shows up a
lot, but i can see how he became popular
already from here).
i have seen the older movie of this book,
though i don in which jack crawford thinks it's
a good idea to get help from will graham in a
'just one more case' style. a serial killed,
named 'the tooth fairy' (at first) has killed two
families, and he's asking graham's help in
finding the killer before he strikes again.
some help comes from the killer graham
caught before, one named hannibal lecter
(this is not the novel where he shows up a
lot, but i can see how he became popular
already from here).
i have seen the older movie of this book,
though i don't remember much (apart from
what happens with certain lounds person and
his (view spoiler)[horrific death, which is
pretty much as it was in the movie (hide
spoiler)]). the killer appears properly the first
time in chapter 9, but some things point
already at his killer-name: the red fingerprint
powder - "dragon's blood" and the (view
spoiler)[carved sign the killer got from his
grandmother's mah johngg piece - red
dragon (hide spoiler)]. the name also shows
up in two other things later: the name of(view
spoiler)[ a firework in hong kong: 'the dragon
sows his pearls', and of course in the painting
that inspired our killer, who then also gets a
huge back tattoo of it on himself - painting
later eaten by him *nomnom* (hide spoiler)].
i also found it a bit funny when the killer
visited the museum in (view spoiler)[new york
to get to the painting: there he briefly in a
dark place saw a picture of george
washington and thought he was looking at
the portrait of his grandmother (hide
spoiler)]!! xd
but i'll try not to get stuck in details here... i
think the story flowed very well. a few
surprise turns, a good use of practiced skills.
there was also a few things that stuck in my
mind, things that make this book more than
'hunt the serial killer':
i found the fate of will graham tragic. i'm sure
that even if crawford wouldn't have contacted
him for this he would've gone down the same
path, though more gradually. now he just
(view spoiler)[ends up losing the people he's
attached to, and losing the battle with
drinking, very quickly, due to the killer's last
attack. i have read that crawford felt much
regret about the whole thing. (hide spoiler)].
the whole things is thus also horror of this.
much better story than i expected. the point
of time shows in some things, like the
obvious communication ways, but also in the
asbestos suits of firemen (asbestos! but this
was 70s/80s point of time). on the other hand
the character of reba mcclane is such a
positive sight: even after all that's happened,
i think she will believe crawford's supporting
advice (and i hope her later life was happier).
i liked her a lot.
this is a quick-flowing story, a tragic story,
and a certain will think about it for a long
time. and it will certainly be reread at some
point, again. :) ...more flag 49 likes · like
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· see review feb 11, 2020 dannii elle rated it
liked it · review of another edition shelves:
crime-creations, adult-books-read, thriventhrillers, mysterious-miasmas actual rating
3.5/5 stars. this is the first instalment in the
hannibal lecter series.
the red dragon is lurking. each full moon
sees him strike at unsuspecting families,
invading their homes and murdering them in
their beds. none can stop him. none, that is,
but will graham. he returns from retirement to
once again enter the mind of a serial killer.
something he swore to avoid since his mind
brushed against that of the renowned
hannibal lecter. but even more of him will
soon come into contact wi actual rating 3.5/5
stars. this is the first instalment in the
hannibal lecter series.
the red dragon is lurking. each full moon
sees him strike at unsuspecting families,
invading their homes and murdering them in
their beds. none can stop him. none, that is,
but will graham. he returns from retirement to
once again enter the mind of a serial killer.
something he swore to avoid since his mind
brushed against that of the renowned
hannibal lecter. but even more of him will
soon come into contact with his fearsome
foe, as he finds he needs the man he put
behind bars to help him put another in his
place.
i was initially disappointed to find that
hannibal did not feature more prominently
inside this book. when he did feature,
interactions were brief yet chilling, and
displayed his astute process for fact-finding
and the workings of his extraordinary mind.
when he did not feature, he still did so, but
only as the ever-present spector that haunted
will's mind. it left me longing for more, a
desire i'm sure the rest of the series will
satiate.
the red dragon was also provided with a
perspective, something i usually dislike in
crime fiction. his mind was just as chilling one
to enter and his details of his numerous
crimes left me feeling sickened.
the downfall of this novel, for me, came
largely from the conclusion. will graham was
coming ever closer to solving the puzzling
presence of the man behind the red dragon's
mask and just before he was able to do so
something occurs which makes it known for
him. i really wanted him to come to this
conclusion himself and was disappointed to
see this not be the case. a plot twist followed,
however, that took me wholly by surprise and
ensured i closed the book with almost
entirely positive appraisal and eager to
continue on with the series. ...more flag 48
likes · like · see review nov 19, 2017 cody |
codysbookshelf rated it it was amazing
shelves: favorites like a poisonous snake on
the attack, this novel bites again and again
and again, leaving its victim shaken and
disturbed. i am somehow one of the only
people in the known universe who had never
read anything by thomas harris — i’ve
remedied that, and am now moving on to this
book’s follow-up, silence of the lambs.
hard case mystery and bloody tale of the
macabre in equal measure, harris explores
the sociopathic psychology without fear or
hesitation: frances dolarhyde and dr.
hannibal lecter com like a poisonous snake
on the attack, this novel bites again and
again and again, leaving its victim shaken
and disturbed. i am somehow one of the only
people in the known universe who had never
read anything by thomas harris — i’ve
remedied that, and am now moving on to this
book’s follow-up, silence of the lambs.
hard case mystery and bloody tale of the
macabre in equal measure, harris explores
the sociopathic psychology without fear or
hesitation: frances dolarhyde and dr.
hannibal lecter come alive in a way that is all
too rare in modern fiction. and this novel’s
protagonist, troubled investigator will graham,
is fully fleshed out — his attempts at
overcoming his past are heartbreaking and
intoxicating.
one of the scariest books i’ve ever read, red
dragon left me feeling throttled in a way dark
fiction hasn’t made me feel in some time.
this is worthy of all the praise it has received
since its release in 1981. this one will stay
with me for quite a while. ...more flag 43
likes · like · see review view all 6 comments
dec 22, 2016 amelia rated it it was amazing
· review of another edition shelves: 5-stars,
favorites, horror-thriller, in-love-with, recs-forpeople amazing, as always! flag 42
likes · like · see review view 2 comments aug
29, 2021 constantine rated it really liked it ·
review of another edition shelves: z2021-08,
x-4-star, physical-books rating: ????
genre: horror + thriller
red dragon is the first book in the hannibal
lecter series. it does not concentrate a lot on
lecter though more than introducing him to
the reader with some background. the story
is more focused on will graham (an exdetective) who has a history with dr. lecter
and his goal here is to catch the serial killer
(red dragon) who kills entire families each full
moon.
this is a solid entry to the series with a strong
protagonist facing a strong antagonist. i
usually rating: ????
genre: horror + thriller
red dragon is the first book in the hannibal
lecter series. it does not concentrate a lot on
lecter though more than introducing him to
the reader with some background. the story
is more focused on will graham (an exdetective) who has a history with dr. lecter
and his goal here is to catch the serial killer
(red dragon) who kills entire families each full
moon.
this is a solid entry to the series with a strong
protagonist facing a strong antagonist. i
usually don’t enjoy detective stories but this
was well written and with interesting fleshedout characters. my favorite part was in the
middle, where we get to see about the
childhood of the red dragon or the tooth fairy
as they call the serial killer at the beginning
of the story. i felt very sorry for him as a child.
the story indirectly tells you that sometimes a
toxic family or society can create a monster
out of a person. this kind of book needs the
right atmosphere and fortunately, it had it! it
is chilling and scary, to say the least. there is
a lot of tension building that will definitely
make you be at the edge of your seat.
i have watched both movie adaptations,
manhunter and red dragon. both were good
but the book feels more complete. i’m
looking forward to reading the next book in
the series, the silence of the lambs because
this is one of my favorite movies in the
1990s. not sure how i will feel about it since i
have watched the film already and loved it
but if it will be similar to red dragon then i will
not be disappointed for sure. ...more flag 41
likes · like · see review view all 12 comments
oct 11, 2012 alex ? deranged kittycat ? rated
it really liked it · review of another edition
shelves: serial-killers, 2016-favorites, mentalillness, mystery-thriller-horror, adult once
upon a time, there was a little girl who saw
the silence of the lambs. i don&apos;t know
what her parents were thinking letting her
watch such a movie, but she never forgot the
opening scene, with clarice running. she did
not have the stomach to watch the more
gruesome scenes, and i don&apos;t blame
her. she wasn&apos;t even 10 (seriously,
she has some effed up parents). but the little
girl grew into a deranged teenager who fell in
love with hannibal lecter. so she read
everything she could about him.

but once upon a time, there was a little girl
who saw the silence of the lambs. i don't
know what her parents were thinking letting
her watch such a movie, but she never forgot
the opening scene, with clarice running. she
did not have the stomach to watch the more
gruesome scenes, and i don't blame her. she
wasn't even 10 (seriously, she has some
effed up parents). but the little girl grew into a
deranged teenager who fell in love with
hannibal lecter. so she read everything she
could about him.

but enough of that. i'm fascinated with the
criminally insane. make them a a highly
intelligent and charismatic gentleman who
only eats the rude and i melt. don't get me
wrong. i fell a little for francis dolarhyde, too. i
mean there's francis, a tormented soul with a
hot body who falls in love for the first time in
his life. and when i say love i'm not talking
about love, but the true feeling, the one that
makes him fight his madness a little. i even
found myself rooting for him and reba.

...more flag 38 likes · like · see review view
all 9 comments feb 20, 2019 ashley daviau
rated it it was amazing · review of another
edition i’ll admit, i watched both the movies
and the tv show before getting around to
reading this series. i’m slightly ashamed of
that because the books are heaps better than
either the show or the movies although i
loved those as well and they’re definitely
what got me into hannibal in the first place.
the books are in a league of their own
though! i was completely drawn in right from
the very first page and despite having a slight
idea of the story (there are major difference
between books/movies/tv i’ll admit, i
watched both the movies and the tv show
before getting around to reading this series.
i’m slightly ashamed of that because the
books are heaps better than either the show
or the movies although i loved those as well
and they’re definitely what got me into
hannibal in the first place. the books are in a
league of their own though! i was completely
drawn in right from the very first page and
despite having a slight idea of the story
(there are major difference between
books/movies/tv show!!!), i still couldn’t turn
the pages fast enough to find out what would
happen! this is a stunningly well written book
and i’ve absolutely fallen in love with harris’
writing style and cannot wait to binge the rest
of the series! ...more flag 37 likes · like · see
review view 2 comments jan 03, 2013 erin
*proud book hoarder* rated it liked it shelves:
thriller, part-of-series, serial-killer, reviewed, aown-book-form, movie-seen, got-in-2013,
3-star, thriller-read-now-wheres-my-valium
meet will graham, the man known as the one
who finally nabbed the infamous hannibal
lecter, coined hannibal the cannibal by the
press and public. almost killed in that line of
glory, he has taken to retirement - a peaceful
existence with woman, child, and beachfront.
crawford comes in to stir up the happy home,
convincing will to come into the dark
shadows one more time so that he can nab a
new killer.
after overdosing on the show hannibal for
two weeks, i was excited to dig into this book,
hopin
meet will graham, the man known as the one
who finally nabbed the infamous hannibal
lecter, coined hannibal the cannibal by the
press and public. almost killed in that line of
glory, he has taken to retirement - a peaceful
existence with woman, child, and beachfront.
crawford comes in to stir up the happy home,
convincing will to come into the dark
shadows one more time so that he can nab a
new killer.
after overdosing on the show hannibal for
two weeks, i was excited to dig into this book,
hoping it would tell some of the back story
the show dishes out. the opposite is true, as
red dragon is after the events of lecter being
caught, with the forensics specialist will using
his grey cells to hunt down another
dangerous madman. when i saw this, i was
hoping for a similar psychological warfare
play like in silence of the lambs but, alas, will
and hannibal only meet face-to-face one
mere time.
the main character in this book is the serial
killer known as the red dragon. will is the
second focus, digging into the head of the
man who caught hannibal lecter and who has
agreed to come out of retirement one more
time. very little focus is on lecter; he's in the
background sometimes, with few actual
scenes. we are in his head one small
glimpse.
the red dragon didn't grab me much as that
interesting at first, but his morbid history and
insanity slowly grew on me, especially when
harris finally dug into his pitiful past and why
he started becoming what he became. while
at first he seemed like any other serial killer,
after the revelation of his childhood, it's
shown how shattered his mind really is. harris
added different twists when he introduces a
woman into the fray; it was a nifty touch and
lifted it from being just another serial killer,
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madman tale into something a little bit more.
the ending was a small surprise.
will is interesting and i do wish he didn't
disappear from the book series. after seeing
the show, though, i realize how little was
actually done with him in this book, more of a
small whisper of what could have been.
potential the character holds is solid. since
the story is focusing mainly on the twisted
tale of another killer, it makes sense that he
is here mainly as a tool to be utilized in that
capture, his own psychological crumbling
only a side serving. while i would have been
more intrigued if he was made a bigger
focus, it obviously wasn't what harris
intended.
violent and brutal, the book holds enough
intensity to stay steadily paced. it's
interesting, although not fascinating, for serial
killers stories aren't really my thing. i like the
bizarre and unusual more - the red dragon is
completely unusual, but not in a way that
typically draws me. will is slightly layered, but
there is more there that only hints at being
explored. lecter is creepy and twisted,
recycling a lot of the same already seen in
silence of the lambs (punishments at the
hospital, mentions of him being unable to be
tested), so it was interesting like before but
nothing new was offered.
not the best in the series, but intelligent and
worth reading.
...more flag 33 likes · like · see review view 2
comments jul 26, 2012 david - proud
gleeman in branwen's adventuring party
rated it it was amazing shelves: thriller, i-sawthe-movie-too most people were introduced
to dr. hannibal lecter by the "silence of the
lambs" movie, but lecter&apos;s legacy really
began with this novel, and it&apos;s still my
favorite of the series. a book that manages to
be terrifying not through gore or supernatural
occurrences, but simply by exploring the
fractured minds of the criminally insane.
people who only saw the red dragon movie
and didn&apos;t read this yet should be
warned in advance that hannibal lecter has
little more than a cameo appearance in this
nove most people were introduced to dr.
hannibal lecter by the "silence of the lambs"
movie, but lecter's legacy really began with
this novel, and it's still my favorite of the
series. a book that manages to be terrifying
not through gore or supernatural
occurrences, but simply by exploring the
fractured minds of the criminally insane.
people who only saw the red dragon movie
and didn't read this yet should be warned in
advance that hannibal lecter has little more
than a cameo appearance in this novel...the
focus is definitely reserved for the bizarre
"red dragon" killer and the man trying to
catch him. still, you won't be disappointed, as
this book is an amazing read. will graham is
so haunted, that he becomes far more
fascinating and sympathetic than the usual
protagonist. and the killer is so disturbing yet
so mesmerizing, that the only thing worse
than continuing to read more about him
would be to not continue to read about him!
the hannibal lecter movies featuring anthony
hopkins were amazing, but for me, this book
still trumps then all. ...more flag 33 likes · like
· see review view all 4 comments apr 24,
2015 ashish iyer rated it really liked it ·
review of another edition shelves: read-2015,
thriller, mystery, psychological mine is a late
entry into the world of hannibal lecter, and i
regret it, but better late than never. brilliant
narration from thomas harris, kept me on the
edge. i was fervently perusing the pages,
hoping against hope that the tooth fairy,
pardon me, dragon, would not hunt down
graham. the pacing was perfect and never for
a moment did harris digress from the plot and
neither it lead to the dreary repetition of
psychological/crime thrillers.
eagerly looking forward to read the rest of the
novels i mine is a late entry into the world of
hannibal lecter, and i regret it, but better late
than never. brilliant narration from thomas
harris, kept me on the edge. i was fervently
perusing the pages, hoping against hope that
the tooth fairy, pardon me, dragon, would not
hunt down graham. the pacing was perfect
and never for a moment did harris digress
from the plot and neither it lead to the dreary
repetition of psychological/crime thrillers.
eagerly looking forward to read the rest of the
novels in the series.
must read. ...more flag 32 likes · like · see
review view all 17 comments aug 05, 2019 f
rated it it was amazing · review of another
edition shelves: 2019, usa, seen-movie loved
flag 39 likes · like · see review view 2
comments dec 05, 2018 madeline rated it
liked it i do not care about serial killers.
don’t get me wrong, i love true crime shit –
like everybody else in the world, i was deeply
obsessed with serial for about a month and
then forgot about it, and i briefly got really
into the jonbenet ramsey case – but serial
killers themselves are deeply uninteresting to
me. i am not one of those people who’s
fascinated by the psychology of a serial killer,
mainly because the answer is usually pretty
boring: nine times out of ten, the answer to
“but why did th i do not care about serial
killers.
don’t get me wrong, i love true crime shit –
like everybody else in the world, i was deeply
obsessed with serial for about a month and
then forgot about it, and i briefly got really
into the jonbenet ramsey case – but serial
killers themselves are deeply uninteresting to
me. i am not one of those people who’s
fascinated by the psychology of a serial killer,
mainly because the answer is usually pretty
boring: nine times out of ten, the answer to
“but why did this guy
kidnap/rape/dismember/cannibalize all those
people” is “because he’s a violent
misogynist who hates his mother.” yawn.
also i think a lot of true crime stuff gets way
too wrapped up in the serial killer and forgets
about the victims, who become footnotes in
the story of their own deaths, but i digress.
that being said, i am very interested in the
stories of the people who hunt serial killers,
and how they catch them. so i actually
enjoyed the red dragon very much, because
it’s just as much a story of people trying to
catch a killer, as it is a story about a killer. the
book (actually published before silence of the
lambs, which i didn’t realize until i compared
the publication dates) follows the work of fbi
investigator will graham as he and his team
try to catch the killer known first as the tooth
fairy, who later gets the nickname the red
dragon. at the same time, we see the killer
going about his work selecting victims and
carrying out their murders. the tension comes
from watching the two men circle each other,
and not knowing who’s going to catch who
first.
i’ll admit that reading this was kind of a weird
experience for me – like i said, i didn’t realize
that this book came out before silence of the
lambs, and was actually the introduction of
hannibal lector. so knowing that, it’s honestly
super weird that he’s basically a background
character, showing up two or three times so
will graham can bounce information off him,
and then disappearing from the narrative. it’s
also weird because even though this is the
first time lector has appeared in print, it’s not
the first time he and graham have met – they
have this long history that the reader only
gets hints about, but thomas harris does
such a good job of establishing this history
and hinting at the larger story that i was
halfway convinced there was some
previously-published book that i needed to
read first.
it was also weird to read this simply because
my first introduction to will graham and most
of the other characters in this book was the
show hannibal. it was actually pretty fun to
read the book and see how much the show
had kept, and how much it had changed.
(credit to the hannibal writers for genderbending alan bloom and freddie lounds; and
race-bending jack crawford, beverly katz, and
reba mcclane. you’re doing good work, guys.
also thanks for inserting sexual tension
between graham and lector and turning it all
the way to eleven. seriously guys, hannibal
was such a good, weird show)
...more flag 31 likes · like · see review view
all 5 comments jun 28, 2020 carol rated it
really liked it shelves: mystery-thriller,
read-2020, dark, ebook, horror excellent
introduction to dr. hannibal
lecter....psychiatrist and mass murderer.
(dangerous even while incarcerated at the
baltimore state hospital for the criminally
insane.)
if you don&apos;t know who he is and
aren&apos;t sure if you can stand being
totally creeped out with despicable practices
of butchery, red dragon is probably not for
you.
but, if you want to meet a man haunted by
demons of his past and an evil
presence....want to read an exceptional serial
murder mystery with an equally exceptional
excellent introduction to dr. hannibal
lecter....psychiatrist and mass murderer.
(dangerous even while incarcerated at the
baltimore state hospital for the criminally
insane.)
if you don't know who he is and aren't sure if
you can stand being totally creeped out with
despicable practices of butchery, red dragon
is probably not for you.
but, if you want to meet a man haunted by
demons of his past and an evil
presence....want to read an exceptional serial
murder mystery with an equally exceptional
cast of characters and an ace investigative
fbi profiler at the helm, don't miss out on this
one!
***as for the movie: thought the written word
better, but oh what a great job by philip
seymour hoffman as the reporter for the
tattler, ralph fiennes as francis dolarhyde,
emily watson as the blind girl reba mcclane,
and, of course, anthony hopkins was superb
as hannibal lecter***
...more flag 32 likes · like · see review view
all 5 comments « previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 …
next » new topicdiscuss this book topics
posts views last activity
undead &
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please add page count for red dragon 4 18
jun 30, 2021 08:16am letras macabras:
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2021 12:53pm red dragon suntup limited
editions! lettered, numbered, and artist gift
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see similar books… genres horror 3,364 users
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mystery > crime 1,249 users mystery 1,235
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suspense 382 users novels 205 users adult
166 users classics 155 users see top
shelves… about thomas harris thomas harris
6,459 followers librarian note:
there is more than one author in the
goodreads database with this name.
thomas harris began his writing career
covering crime in the united states and
mexico, and was a reporter and editor for the
associated press in new york city. his first
novel, black sunday, was printed in 1975,
followed by red dragon in 1981, the silence of
the lambs in 1988, hannibal in 1999, and
hannibal risin librarian note:
there is more than one author in the
goodreads database with this name.
thomas harris began his writing career
covering crime in the united states and
mexico, and was a reporter and editor for the
associated press in new york city. his first
novel, black sunday, was printed in 1975,
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followed by red dragon in 1981, the silence of
the lambs in 1988, hannibal in 1999, and
hannibal rising in 2006. ...more other books
in the series hannibal lecter (4 books)

books by thomas harris more… articles
featuring this bookmeet the authors of
summer's biggest mysteries it's always the
perfect time to lose yourself in a mystery or
thriller...but there's nothing like summer to
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deals with a huge amount of fear.'
because he got hurt?'
no, not entirely. fear comes with imagination,
it's a penalty, it's the price of imagination.” —
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rare to get it, hard to keep it. this is a damn
slippery planet.” — 187 likes more quotes…
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